Greetings Brothers and Sisters,
Since our last newsletter we have been fortunate to have been able to add some Chinese material
to our website through the efforts of Vic Hao Chin, Jr and Hauw Tio Hiong. The material can
be viewed in Chinese which we hope will get some attention from the Chinese speaking people
around the Federation, particularly in mainland China.
We are also fortunate to see many Theosophical Facebook groups beginning to flourish through
the Federation. There are some very active Facebook groups in the Philippines, where members
discuss theosophy and share events. They have even been organising meetings online. I do enjoy being able to view and
participate in these groups occasionally. There are also groups in New Zealand and I have noticed some of the members
in the Indian Section have also started some Theosophicalrelated Facebook groups. This is a good way to create some
community with theosophical members in the region. The best way to find these groups is to do a search for Theosophy
on Facebook and they will show up. For many of them, you need to apply to become a member of the group.
The triennial IndoPacific Federation Conference is due to take place 15 November 2013 in Bali, Indonesia. We are
still in the process of making arrangements and will let everyone know as soon as we have some solid plans in place.

John Vorstermans

PHILIPPINES
7year Plan

The TS in the Philippines has finalized its next long
term plan, which covers the next seven years from
20132019. The plan covers the following priorities:
* To double the number of lodges and study groups
* To make the TSP headquarters and TS centers a resource
hub on theosophical studies and the spiritual life
* To actively engage in print and online publishing and
marketing of theosophical literature
* To expand the Golden Link Education System
* To implement theosophical training program for TSP
members and the public
The above goals have been further broken down into
specific and measurable subgoals and assigned to various
groups to implement.
First Batch of College Graduates
Golden Link College produced its first batch of college
graduates last March 2012 with six students who finished
bachelor's degrees in education. Four of them are now
teaching in the primary and secondary schools of Golden
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Link College.
The college is now in its tenth year of operation and
offers courses from preschool, primary, secondary and
tertiary levels. Its collegiate courses include bachelor's
degrees in Secondary Education; Elementary Education;
Psychology; Information Technology; and Business
Administration. Golden Link College is the only
theosophical school offering collegiate bachelor's degrees.
The Golden Link College is scheduled to open a branch
campus in Bohol province in central Philippines next year,
starting with preschool classes. The teachers for the new
branch are now undergoing training in the main Golden
Link College campus, located in Caloocan City, Metro
Manila.
TSP Starts Facebook Groups
Since the end of 2011, the TS in the Philippines has
started using Facebook as a venue for studies for its
members as well as in the training of its future leaders and
lecturers.
A group under the name of the "Theosophical Society in
the Philippines" is open to the general public and has been
engaged in the study and discussion of various subjects
related to theosophy. A second group called "Besant Study
Group" is a private group limited to those who have been
nominated to train as potential leaders and speakers for the
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TS.
Several lodges or study groups, such as those in the cities
of Cebu and Iloilo and in the town of Palompon (Leyte),
have also created their own Facebook study groups. Some
members have also created a
special Facebook group related
to the Arts. A Facebook page
has also been created for the
Theosophical
Digest,
the
theosophical magazine for the
public.

hence its name. The restaurant is managed by a member who
serves as a concessionaire. The place can accommodate
about 20 person at a time, and is open to the general public.
The area where the headquarters is located has become a
major residential area with high rise condominiums going up.

SINGAPORE

As an evolution of Bro. Vicente
Hao Chin’s pioneering work to
promote Theosophy in Chinese, the
SelfTransformation Seminar
Singapore Lodge Theosophical
for the Military
Society has officially formed a
The TS has become more
Chinese Project Team, headed by
involved
in
conducting
Bro. Hauw Tio Hiong. The team
seminars for military personnel
currently has 9 members, including
in the Philippines. The latest
a PRC national serving as proof
Philippines TSP Vegetarian Restaurant
seminar was for a batch of 92
reader and a Chinese webmaster.
trainees who will become army
We hope to expand the team progressively.
officers in the future. It was held on August 910 at the main
camp of the Army Reserve Command in Tanza, Cavite. Last The primary mission of the Chinese Project Team is to
February, the TS also conducted a halfday seminar on Inner translate theosophical literature into Chinese and have the
Peace to about 190 graduating students of the Philippine work published in various media that may appeal to the
Military Academy, the institution where the future military Chineseliterate population, including the internet and
leaders are being trained.
possibly books. This would be in line with our fundamental
The seminars cover the topics of selfawareness, mission “to popularize a knowledge of theosophy”. In this
meditation, managing stress and emotional distress respect, we hope to reach and influence some of the 1.34
naturally, service and leadership, values and moral integrity. billion Chinese in PRC, 23 million in Taiwan, 7 million in
There is a silent revolution in military thinking going on Hong Kong and an estimated 50 million ethnic Chinese
now in the Philippines, where the focus is more on peace outside of these countries, or about onefifth of humanity.
building rather than warmaking.
Even a modest degree of success would be most gratifying
This work with the military was initiated by the Godea for all of us.
Lodge of the TSP, which is based in Iligan City and has been
conducting seminars to active military officers in Mindanao We believe a dedicated Chinese website will be more user
since 2007.
friendly to the Chineseliterate who are neither familiar with
The SelfTransformation Seminar has been conducted to the English language nor comfortable with English websites.
various sectors of society in the past 20 years, such as We have registered two domains, chinesetheosophy.org and
colleges and universities, government agencies, civic shenzhixue.org to point to our Chinese website at
organizations, private corporations, and for the general http://chinesetheosophy.org/ which we have just set up. Four
public.
chapters of Vic’s Ancient Wisdom, proofread by our PRC
member, have been uploaded so far. The role of our PRC
TSP Opens Vegetarian Restaurant
proofreader is crucial as she would assure that the quality of
The Theosophical Society in the Philippines opened a the translated work meets the standard and expectation of the
vegetarian restaurant last February 22, 2012, at its national readers in the PRC. The website also provides a forum for
headquarters at 1 Iba Street, Quezon City, called "Meals & enquirers to discuss and post questions for our Chinese
Books." It is side by side with the Theosophical Bookstore, Project Team members to answer. There is also a search
facility.
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According to our Chinese webmaster:
“I Googled the keyword '...
...' (theosophy in
Chinese) and right now our website can be found on
page 2. Not bad for a new website amid the 209,000
websites of the same theme, considering we are
ranked behind Wikipedia, Douban and Hudong,
which are websites with very high ranking!
But typically, it is known that most visitors will only
click websites on Page 1. It will thus help to raise
the profile of our website so that it can be ranked on
page 1.
To help boost the ranking of the website, there has to
be more activities at the website. This is where you
can help, just by registering into the website and
also sound out to your friends to visit the website.
You can tell your friends by wordofmouth or your
Facebook accounts. Have more people sign up and
participate in the forum. When there are more
activities, Google will move our website to Page 1.”
The Chinese Project Team has a colossal task ahead
translating the vast library of theosophical books.
Currently the team is translating a few books including The
Key to Theosophy. The translation and website
development are ongoing and probably neverending
projects. We need all the help we can get.
Introduction & Proem to The Secret Doctrine & A
Study in Consciousness Study Classes
One of our major programmes for the year for the
Singapore Lodge Theosophical Society is the study class
on A Study in Consciousness, based on the book of the
same name with the subtitle ‘A Contribution to the
Science of Psychology’ which is one of the greatest works
of Annie Besant. This highly illuminating book on
metaphysics was first published in 1904 and it shows the
great breadth and depth of knowledge of the author. Yet, in
the Foreword she displays her usual humility.
“THIS book is intended as an aid to students in their
study of the growth and development of
consciousness, offering hints and suggestions which
may prove serviceable to them. It does not pretend
to be a complete exposition, but rather, as its subtitle
states, a contribution to the science of psychology.
Far ampler materials than are within my reach are
necessary for any complete exposition of the far
reaching science which deals with the unfolding of
consciousness. These materials are slowly
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accumulating in the hands of earnest and
painstaking students, but no effort has yet been
made to arrange and systematize them into a
coordinated whole. In this little volume I have only
arranged a small part of this material, in the hope
that it may be useful now to some of the toilers in
the great field of the Evolution of Consciousness,
and may serve, in the future, as a stone in the
complete building. It will need a great architect to
plan that temple of knowledge, and skilful master
masons to direct the building; enough, for the
moment, to do the apprentice task, and prepare the
rough stones for the use of more expert workmen.”
The book is divided into two parts. Part I of the book
discusses Consciousness and Part II Will, Desire and
Emotion. In the first part she talks about origins and the
origination of Monads, SpiritMatter and the formation of
atoms in the different planes of nature. Part I also talks
about the Permanent Atoms, Group Souls, unity of
consciousness,
mechanism
of
consciousness,
consciousness and selfconsciousness, human states of
consciousness, Monad at work, and the nature of memory.
In the second part she talks about the will to live, the
nature and vehicle of desire, the conflict of desire and
thought, the birth of emotion, the transmutation of
emotions into virtues and vices, the power of the will and
White and Black Magic. The first time the same study
class was conducted was from 5 March 2005 to 16 July
2005, over a period of 19 weeks. That was a good seven
years ago. This time round the Study Class commenced on
19 June 2012 and is expected to take 22 or more sessions
to complete, at a weekly interval.

http://chinesetheosophy.org/
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JAPAN

Yukiko Touma of Nippon Lodge tells us:
We have study meetings twice a month in Tokyo, and also
twice a month in Shikoku. Recently, we study SD and Isis
Unveiled.
http://theosagni.asablo.jp/blog/

verandas of the hall.” If there is any Section or
members that are able to help Comilla Lodge we
would love to hear from you. Below are some photos
of Camilla Lodge.

The website of Nippon Lodge has renewed:
http://theosopy.temporarydomain.net/index.html
The magazine has also renewed. Its name is THEOSOPHIA.
New address of Nippon Lodge is:
412112F Nakamachi, Nishitokyoshi, Tokyo, 2020013,
Japan.

PAKISTAN

Fareeda Amir wites: “The TS in Pakistan has suspended all
activities since September 2007, due to the insecurity
prevailing in the country. However, the TOS continues to
function with its educational programmes and other
activities. There are over 300 students ranging from Primary
to University level who are being educated, and twelve one
room schools functioning in the slum areas of the city of
Karachi. Conditions in the city are unsafe, but our dedicated
staff keep the work going despite the many adversities they
encounter. Help is also extended to Senior citizens and
families who are facing economic hardships. Medical relief
is also provided to those who cannot afford to seek
treatment due to their circumstances. Over the years the
TOS has been a valuable source of support to the
underprivileged citizens of Karachi.”

BANGLADESH

We have heard from Prof. Dilip Pandit of Comilla Lodge
who reports that they are struggling to maintain their
building because of a lack of funds. He writes: “The TS
Hall stands on western side of the Town Hall Compound. At MALAYSIA
present a Govt exhibition of trees and plants is going on in
the said compound hiding the front part of the TS Hall. Sister Ng Ay Na sends us the following from Selangor
Before we repaired the hall it was not at all protected from Lodge.
the use of undesirable persons. Now a high and heavy
All activities of the Lodge including weekly readings,
collapsible gate of iron and iron grilles have fully protected
the hall from unauthorized entry of any person into the public talks and training sessions are held at the Meeting
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room, Unit 707, 7th Floor, Menara Mutiara Majestic, Jalan
Othman, 46000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan.
With effect from 5th March 2012, the property, which
up to now has been leased to the Lodge courtesy of its Life
member, Mr. K. Kuppusamy, has been purchased by Sister
Ay Na with the intention of using the premises as the
Lodge.
Weekly reading times remained on (3.00 p.m – 6.00
p.m). Books such as Life Your Great Adventure, The Hero
Within and The Chakras were studied continuously over
several weeks. On 14.5.2011, Sister Ng Ay Na delivered a
talk ‘Can We make Theosophy more relevant?’ On
26.3.2011 the Inaugural Speech by Colonel Olcott was
read while Annie Besant’s birthday was celebrated on
1.10.2011 with a reading of her biography. Throughout the
period August to December 2011, Sister Padma also
conducted weekly readings and discussions of the
Bhagavad Gita. The Committee commends Sister Padma’s
perseverance and determination in pursuing the readings.
Three visiting speakers hosted by the lodge were:
Paul Robb from the Sunshine Coast, Australia
visited us and gave a talk on ‘Seven Planes and
Principles’ on 26.3.2011.
Sharon Shanti gave a discourse of ‘Consciousness
and Breathing Techniques’ on 2.7.2011.
'The Healing Power of Sound’ was delivered by
C.K. Ng and was well received by our members on
29.10.2011.
Raghavan Kadirgamar from Sri Lanka conducted a full
day seminar on 17th, 18th and 19th December 2011, at the
Lodge meeting room. The seminar was well attended and
the Society invited Ragi to return for more such seminars.
He returned for a period of five weeks, during which time
a retreat at Maranatha Retreat House was organised on 28
29 February 2012 and followed by evening talks at the
Lodge on numerous occasions.

AUSTRALIA

...And from Linda Oliveira, National President of the TS in
Australia, in Sydney:
The annual Convention of the Australian Section was
held in Brisbane in January 2012. The theme of the
Convention was ‘Current Thinking in Evidence of the
Third Object’, one of the highlights being a lecture by Dr
Peter Bruza on ‘SubjectObject Duality in Buddhism and
in Quantum Theory’. We were very pleased to welcome
again to our Convention Vicki Jerome, the National Vice
President of the New Zealand Section. The Annual School
of Theosophy was held at the Springbrook Centre in April
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on the theme ‘Seeking Wisdom’ with both the morning
study classes, and the afternoon classes relating to the TS
and its work, presented by Linda Oliveira and Supporting
Lecturer Pedro Oliveira. The School was based on the
book Seeking Wisdom by the fifth International President
of the Theosophical Society, N. Sri Ram. It was a
pleasure to have three New Zealand members join us and
the age range of students spanned about fifty years.

Theosophical Society (Varanasi)

INDIA

1. South India Conference

The 89th South India Theosophical Conference was held
at Adyar from 68 April 2012. The theme was ‘Universal
Brotherhood – Inner and Outer Aspects’. The books
recommended for study were Human Regeneration by N.
Sri Ram, Human Regeneration by Radha Burnier and The
Ancient Wisdom by Annie Besant. Dr Radha Burnier,
International President, introduced the theme; Bro. S.
Sundaram, General Secretary, spoke on it. In the afternoon
there were two short talks; Bro. C.S. Nandakumar and Dr
N.C. Ramanujachary spoke on ‘Brotherhood implies
learning to see that one unitary life everywhere is
wonderful, beyond our imagination subtle, profound, and
sacred.’ The Ritual of the Mystic Star was performed in the
evening.
There were two sessions in the morning of the 2nd day.
In the first session, Dr R. Revathy and Ms P. Shobha spoke
on ‘Universal Brotherhood without any distinction of any
kind is a revolution in Consciousness.’ In the second
session, Dr M.A. Raveendran and Prof. M. Natarajan gave
short talks on the topic ‘Brotherhood is the only right
relationship, because we are sharers of one and the same
Life.’ The afternoon talks were by Ms Sandhya Rani and
Bro. N.C. Krishna on ‘What the world needs most of all is
brotherhood, first in the heart of man, and next as its
reflection in the outer world.’ In the evening there was a
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programme organised by the BWC (Beauty Without
Cruelty). On the last day, short talks were delivered by Bro.
B.D. Tendulkar and Mrs Sundari Siddhartha on the topic
‘We have not to make Brotherhood, it exists. We have to
attune our lives into harmony with it’. These were held
during the morning session. In the afternoon session there
were short talks by Bro. M.P. Singhal and Dr Chittaranjan
Satapathy on the topic ‘There is a mystic quality in the
realisation of Brotherhood’. The concluding remarks were
delivered by Bro. S. Sundaram, General Secretary and Dr
Radha Burnier, International President.

a.m. with Bharat Samaj Pooja. At 9.30 a.m. Bro. M.P.
Singhal delivered a public lecture on ‘Theosophy the
Future Religion of Humanity.’ He said that Universal
Brotherhood is a fact in nature and the only secure
foundation for future religions. He also requested the
members to live Theosophy and not be satisfied with
mere head learning.
Prof. R.C. Tampi, former President, K.T.F., spoke on
‘Influence of Theosophy in the Religious and
Philosophical approach – Practical Brotherhood as
Masters see it.’ Bro. N. Bhaskaran Nair spoke on the
contribution of Theosophy in understanding religions.
2. Kerala
Bro. K. Dinkaran, Secretary, K.T.F., spoke on how
The Centenary Celebration of Kerala Theosophical Theosophical Society is different from other world
Federation and the 33rd Annual Conference of the movements.
Federation were held at Alleppey on 1920 May, 2012.
In the postlunch session Bro. M.P. Singhal gave the
Bro. M.P. Singhal, VicePresident, Theosophical valedictory address and the conference came to a close at
Society, inaugurated the 83rd Annual Conference and 2.00 p.m. Bro. Madhusoodanan Pillai gave a vote of thanks.
Centenary Celebrations of the Federation. Bro. Singhal Nearly 60 members from different lodges in Kerala attended
hoisted the flag marking the formal beginning of the the conference. An exhibition of Theosophical books from
conference. Programme commenced with the Prayers TPH was also organised and a good number of books were
of Religions followed by Universal Prayer. Bro. K. sold out. The Centenary Celebration Committee formed
Dinakaran, Secretary, K.T.F. read out the greetings during the conference decided to organise various
received from various federations and lodges of India. programmes throughout the year which includes Bharat
He also read the greetings received from abroad. Sis. Samaj Pooja Camp, Zonal Conferences, interlodge meetings,
Vedavati and Sis. Geetha conveyed greetings in person study camps, Wake Up India Youth Camps, and the
representing Adyar and Gandhinagar Lodges. Bro. publication of Centenary Souvenir.
Vasudevan, President, Annapoorni T.S. Lodge,
Alleppey, welcomed everyone to the Venice of the East 3. Rayalaseema
and the cradle of Theosophical movement in Kerala. He
A twoday conference on the occasion of the centenary of
said that the visit of Dr Annie Besant in 1905 paved the Rayalaseema Theosophical Federation is going to be held on
way to start the Sanatana Dharma Vidyalaya at 14 & 15 July, 2012, at Hyderabad. The International
Alleppey which is one of the oldest educational President, Dr Radha Burnier will inaugurate it. The theme of
institutions in Kerala. In those days Theosophists were the conference is ‘Perfection through Perception’. I will send
teachers in the school who inspired the students the report after the conference.
morally, spiritually and taught them selfrespect and the
ardent desire for the freedom of the country.
4. Workers’ Training Camp
Dr M.A. Raveendran, President, K.T.F. presided over
A Workers’ Training Camp has been organised by the
the meeting. In his inaugural speech Bro. Singhal stated Indian Section from 21 to 25 August, 2012. It will be
that the Federation while being proud of the held at Adyar and 25 members from 14 Theosophical
achievements of the past 100 years should equip Federations of India will participate in it. The plan has
themselves to meet the challenges of the world in the been worked out to deal with various themes and areas
coming 1000 years. Theosophists should take up of work. I will be able to send a detailed report after the
environmental issues which will be the greatest threat camp.
in the coming years and to find solutions for the
violence in society. Human greed is the cause of all
problems we find in society. In the coming years there If you would like to receive this newsletter by email then
are chances of wars for drinking water because natural please go to the website at http://www.ipfts.org and
subscribe to the newsletter. Alternatively send me an
resources are depleting day by day.
The programme on 20th May commenced at 7.30 email at president@ipfts.org
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